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the end of 2021. They helped the

youngest ones get ready in the

mornings, combed them, mended their

clothes and comforted them when they

were homesick or injured. In this way

they gave the children a feeling of home.

Furthermore, they were actually the

secret singing teachers, because they

know all the traditional songs and

stories and have exceptional voices. We

are sad to say goodbye to them and the

students will miss them dearly. It will be

extremely difficult to find new Amas to

join in the new year, who can run the

boarding facilities with such dedication

and traditional knowledge and feel

comfortable with the children in this

remote region.

School with protective measures. © Tapriza
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Another year of exception

2021 was marked by the pandemic. Once

again, the school management mastered

a school closure, village lessons and

Covid-19 protective measures.

Fortunately, none of our students fell ill

this year either. However, many families

suffered financial losses because trade,

tourism and the Yartsa Gumbu business

were not possible. To support the

parents, we waived the food levy for the

school and distributed rice to families

affected by poverty.

Dedicated teachers

Sherap Sangmo, who came to the Tapriza

School as a student in the founding year

of 1998, is now employed as a teacher.

We are very happy to have found a

dedicated local teacher in her. Our

school management was also able to

recruit a mathematics teacher for the

upper grades.

Stable drinking water supply

For some time, the school had been

planning to find a better solution for the

insufficient drinking water supply. When

the teachers were already at the school

but could not work because of the

lockdown, they used the time to

implement the drinking water project.

After an intensive search, a suitable

source was found around 2800 meters

from the school. The teachers laid pipes,

created a new reservoir and mounted

water connections at the school.

School mothers retiring

Ama Wozer Drolma Baigy and Ama

Pasang Putit Lama have been the heart

of the Tapriza School since it opened in

1998. The two school mothers retired at

ACTIVITIES IN DOLPO, NEPAL 2021

The two school mothers in 2008. © M. Kind
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Joy against all odds. © Tapriza The new water reservoir. © Tapriza

Planting walnut trees. © Tapriza



Awareness campaign for girls

In addition to the usual medical care and

the successful Covid-19 information and

vaccination campaign (see Newsletter

January 2022), our health team was

active in raising awareness. With a

collection from our board member

Claudia Schmid, teenage girls received

reusable menstruation pads. Nurse

Pasang Dolma discussed menstrual

issues with them and explained how to

use the pads. The feedback was very

positive.

Degree in Tibetan medicine – a

project for the future

The traditional Tibetan medicine, Sowa

Rigpa, is taught at the Sorig Bumshi

School in Kathmandu. Currently, five

young women from Phoksumdo are there

to get their degree in Tibetan medicine

and become an Amchi (doctor). The aim

of the local population is to enable a

regular supply of Tibetan medicine and

treatment in the area – for this they have

sought our and WWF Nepal’s help. It is a

project we would like to support and

have included in the 2022 budget.
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A volleyball field thanks to Zurich

school children

Volleyball is one of the most popular

sports at school. But a horizontal, flat

field for volleyball games was a dream

for the Tapriza students for a long time.

In 2021 it came true thanks to a primary

school class in Zurich. The school

children, some of whom were pen pals

with children in Dolpo, initiated a

fundraising campaign. They collected

money from families and neighbours and

added their own pocket money. With this

donation, the Tapriza School could

purchase additional land and build a real

volleyball court. After the excavation

work, in which the older students helped,

the field was levelled and equipped with

a suitable net. The children inaugurated

the field with a tournament. The joy is

huge, as is the thanks extended to the

school children on the other side of the

world. If possible, more sports fields and

a playground for the little ones are to be

added next year.
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Tibetan medicine, Sorig Bumshi School. © M. Kind The Amchi students in their hostel. © M. Kind

Covid-19 tests at the school. © Tapriza

FURTHER TAPRIZA PROJECTS

Letter exchange of Tapriza with Zurich school
children.

Tapriza students celebrate the new volleyball field with a tournament. © Tapriza
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Monri sursum Monastery in Khalibon

Khalibon is located above Tripurakot in

southern Dolpo. Here our Tapriza School

founding member Geshe Wangyal Lama

wanted to support the local population

in building their monastery. After his

passing in 2003, we pursued his wish in

cooperation with the Abbot of Triten

Norbutse Monastery in Kathmandu.

Geshe Tsultrim Lama was chosen for the

implementation and operation. Monri

Sursum Yungdrung Kundrak Ling

Monastery has been running for a year

now. It is named after the mountain at

the foot of which it was built. Mount

Monri sursum is an important sacred

mountain of the Bon tradition, according

to oral traditions the Bon master

Haracipar visited the mountain. Near the

ruins of his meditation retreat you can

still find many Matri stones, i.e. stones

inscribed with the Bon mantra «Om matri

muye sale du» (see image on p. 9). We

have supported the project for a long

time and are very pleased that the

interior work and some of the additional

buildings of the monastic complex were

completed in 2021. A big celebration was

held for the inauguration. The Amchi

Namse Lama, a master and teacher of

Tibetan medicine, also came for the

occasion. He and his team offered

medical consultations and treatments for

the visitors present.

Other monasteries and shrines

We also supported the villagers in

renovating the paintings in the interior

of the Thegchen Rabgyeling Monastery in

Pumer, above Pugmo village. They

renovated the associated dilapidated

kitchen building, too. In Hurikot we again

supported Yungrung Droduling

Monastery and the affiliated school.
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Tibetan medicine: Amchi pulse diagnosis during the festivities © Geshe Tsultrim Lama

Inauguration ritual in the new monastery: skeleton dancers mediate between the worlds. © Geshe Tsultrim Lama
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New interiors. © Geshe Tsultrim Lama



Board:

Dr. Marietta Kind (president),

Franziska Doerig (vice-president),

Alexandra Rozkosny, Claudia Schmid,

Christiane Voegeli, Pascal Stern, René

Brunner, Urs Furger.

Executive board: Dr. Jenny Bentley

Bookkeeping: Cornelia Klemme
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Presentation by Dr. Marietta Kind. © Tapriza Thanka of Treton Lama’s life. © M. Kind

NGO REPORT

TAPRIZA SWITZERLAND

Presentation by Dr. Marietta Kind

At the end of November 2021 we were

able to hold a low-scale event in

compliance with the 3G-Covid-19

protection regulations of the Swiss

federal government. The sociocultural

anthropologist Dr. Marietta Kind,

president of the Tapriza Verein, gave a

lecture on the life of the Bon master

Treton Namkha Gyaltsen and the various

traces he left in the landscape of

Phoksumdo. Starting from a biographical

Thanka (see image below on the right),

she led the listeners into the world of

this early Bon master and linked the

phases of his life with the locations of

this work. Around 30 people took part in

the exciting biographical journey through

Phoksumdo.

A farewell to Dr. Hans Marty

Since 2014, Dr. Hans Marty, together with

our board member Claudia Schmid, has

been committed to the health projects

and their fundraising. We thank him sin-

cerely. His medical advice and commit-

ment were very valuable for our health

team and the scholarship holders. Now

we are looking forward to working with

Dr. Peter Abbuehl.

Scholarships and further education

In 2021, 30 Tapriza students stayed in the

Tapriza Hostel in Kathmandu. Some at-

tended Class 11 and 12, the others are

already studying for their bachelor’s de-

grees. Of these, we supported six alum-

ni: one each in educational science, en-

vironmental science, tourism and social

work and three in economics. Most of

the teaching took place online, which

was a major challenge for many.

Through our health project we continued

to support Kalsang Nyima Lama for his

bachelor’s degree in public health and

Nyima Lhazom Baĳee for her health as-

sistant training. 2021 we extended an-

other sponsorship to Nyima Lhamu

Gurung, who was accepted into the

health assistant training course. Yung-

drung Magli, who is now a doctor, re-

ceived a contribution to her living ex-

penses in her final year.

They love Raclette: NGO president Semduk Lama, son
Tsultrim and school manager Ramchandra Budha.
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The winter school in Kathmandu. © M. Kind

Our Tapriza „winter“ students on an excursion in Patan getting to know the Kathmandu Valley. © Tapriza



INCOME

Memberships and Class sponsorships

Donations private

Donations foundations and organisations

Donations health projects

Donations Covid-19 emergency aid

Donation Fundraising Workshop, Shop, Presentation

Total Income

Account 2021
37’884

11’746

46’226

6’080

16’600

5’290

123’826
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Budget 2022
32’000

10’000

10’000

5’000

0

3’000

60’000

COSTS

Project costs Nepal

Project cost school and scholarships

Project cost school building and infrastructure

Project cost health projects

Project cost various projects

Project cost Covid-19 emergency aid

89’845
31’582

18’484

13’987

9’192

16’600

88’000
43’000

25’000

12’000

7’000

1’000

General costs Switzerland

Personnel costs

Administration and infrastructure

Print, postage, fundraising

Capital expenditures

Total Costs

19’886
7’176

4’113

7’724

873

109’731

17’000
7’000

4’000

5’000

1’000

105’000

OPERATING COSTS 14’095 -45’000
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BALANCE PER 31. DECEMBER 2021

ASSETS

Cash office

Post cheque account

Bank account

Total Assets

3’346

61’270

103’507

168’123

LIABILITIES

NGO capital

Operating results

Total Liabilities

154’028

14’095

168’123

NGO ACCOUNTS 2021 (1.1.-31.12.21) AND BUDGET 2022, CHF
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Extraordinary contributions (in CHF)

Anonymous donations (10’000, 6’000, 5’000, 1’000)

Aline Andrea Rutz Stiftung (8’000 winter school, 2’000 Covid-19)

FEM Female Empowerment (ten class sponsorships)

Donations in memory of Gustav Karrer

Soroptimist International Club Zuerich

Rotary Illnau-Effretikon, Walter Kamm (founder Globetrotter)

Donations in memory of Lotte Glasl-Wasmer

S. Hartmann (scholarship health project), M. Angehrn

Donation collection school class Mst1a, School Schuetze, Zürich (Volleyball)

Birthday collections: Barbara & Martin Rohrer, Stefan Schaffner

Further donations from: R. Kind, E. & St. Leutenegger Sonnenholzner, C & B.

Plichta, A. & B. Seleski, U. Rutz, K. Weiss & S. Droz, D. Wegener

Tapriza School Nepal operational costs 2021: CHF 129’210

The Tapriza Verein covers 37% of the total costs of the school in Nepal, local

sources come up for 49%, while other partner organisations contribute 14% of the

required funds. The total costs comprise of 61% salaries, 32% school and boarding

costs, 7% infrastructure maintenance and building.

The Tapriza School family. © Tapriza

22’000

10’000

3600

3’333

3’300

each 3000

2’431

each 2’500

1’300

1’000-1’500

1’000-1’500
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TAPRIZA NGO Bahnhofstr. 35 CH-8001 Zürich mail@tapriza.org www.tapriza.org

THANK YOU FROM THE TAPRIZA SCHOOL

Der Tapriza NGO in brief

The Tapriza NGO has been supporting

the Tapriza School in the remote district

of Dolpo in north-western Nepal since

1998. In addition, it is engaged in local

projects for health, preservation of

cultural heritage, and the improvement

of infrastructure. Since the beginning,

our partner organization TASHI-D, based

in Dolpo, is run by locals and parents

and has been responsible for the

implementation of all our projects. The

school is recognised and supported by

the government.

Help to promote education and

culture. Create future opportunities

in one of the world’s most remote

areas. We have been making sure

that your donation reaches where it

is needed since 24 years

Credit Suisse: CH18 0483 5029 8535 9000 0

Postfinance: CH30 0900 0000 8752 2110 0

You will find more information here:

www.tapriza.org or ask us directly

under mail@tapriza.org.

Inauguration ritual of the Morisosum Monastery in Kalibon with numerous Bon lamas from Dolpo. © Tapriza


